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Abstract
A downlink adaptive distributed precoding scheme is proposed for coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission
systems. The serving base station (BS) obtains the optimal precoding vector via user feedback. Meanwhile, the
precoding vector of each coordinated BS is determined by adaptive gradient iteration according to the
perturbation vector and the adjustment factor based on the vector perturbation method. In each transmission
frame, the CoMP user feeds the precoding matrix index back to the serving BS, and feeds back the adjustment
factor index to the coordinated BSs, which can reduce the uplink feedback overhead. The selected adjustment
factor for each coordinated BS is obtained via the precoding vector of the coordinated BS used in the previous
frame and the preferred precoding vector of the serving BS in this frame. The proposed scheme takes advantage
of the spatial non-correlation and temporal correlation of the distributed MIMO channel. The design of the
adjustment factor set is given and the channel feedback delay is considered. The system performance of the
proposed scheme is verified with and without feedback delay respectively and the system feedback overhead is
analyzed. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme has a good trade-off between system performance
and the system control information overhead on feedback.
Keywords: Coordinated multi-point, Distributed precoding, Limited feedback, Vector perturbation, Adjustment
factor

I. Introduction
Coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission/reception
is considered as one of the key potential technologies for
LTE-Advanced [1]. CoMP transmission technology takes
advantage of distributed multiple antennas with a noncorrelated spatial channel to achieve spatial multiplexing
gain or transmit diversity gain. The coordinated point can
be a base station (BS), a remote radio unit (RRU), or a
relay node (RN). In joint transmission CoMP, multiple
points share the data for a simultaneous joint transmission
to a user [1].
In the downlink multi-antenna systems, the precoding
is mainly characterized into two classes: (i) precoding
vector codebook based, in which the user estimates the
downlink channel state information (CSI) and finds the
best precoding vector in the codebook, then feeds back
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the precoding matrix index (PMI) to the BS; (ii) noncodebook based, in which the BS calculates the preferred
precoding vector according to the CSI fed back from the
user. For both CSI or PMI, the feedback overhead scales
with the number of cooperation cells in the CoMP system. There is, therefore, a need for an effective precoding
scheme that can obtain the diversity gain with a limited
uplink feedback overhead.
There are two main precoding schemes for CoMP systems with joint transmission proposed within 3GPP: (i)
weighted local precoding (WLP) [2]; (ii) multicast/broadcast over single frequency network (MBSFN) [3]. In WLP,
each BS uses a different precoding vector with additional
phase factors for coherent combining of beams from different cells. The user obtains the signal using a coherent
receiver to improve the received signal to noise ratio
(SNR) of users. WLP needs to feed back the PMI and the
phase factor to each BS, so it has a high feedback overhead. In MBSFN, all the BSs employ the same precoding
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vector to the user, so it only needs one PMI fed back to all
the BSs. MBSFN needs a small amount of feedback, but
the received SNR of users is poor, because the downlink
signal from the BSs may interfere with each other and the
users can only receive the signal through a broadcast
reception mode.
In fact, the distributed beamforming scheme of the
multi-antenna systems with limited feedback had drawn
much attention in wireless sensor networks [4-7] and relay
cooperation networks [8-10]. In this literature, vector perturbation is a popular and efficient technique for distributed beamforming scheme to mitigate the requirement on
CSI feedback [4-7,9]. For feedback overhead reduction,
vector perturbation based adaptive precoding schemes are
designed by perturbing the precoding/beamforming
vectors [4-7,9,11-15].
A method for applying overlaid perturbation vectors for
gradient-feedback transmit antennas array adaptation for
CDMA networks was proposed in [11]. The transmitter
can adjust the antennas from the current vector in the
positive direction or negative direction by using a perturbation vector to form an odd weighted vector or an even
weighted vector. The pilot was sent using these two vectors alternately, and the receivers fed back the preferred
vector according to the signal strength decision with one
bit; the transmitter updates the two weighted vectors
according to the feedback. The vector perturbation based
antenna-adaption method has been extended to multiuser systems [12,13]. A beamforming scheme of OFDM
based on vector perturbation was given to reduce the system feedback in [14], which was different from the method
in [11] in terms of the generation of the perturbation vector. The perturbation vector in [11] was generated randomly, while in [14] the initial perturbation vector was
selected from a Householder codebook, and the perturbation vector in each transmission was generated by the
quasi-Monte Carlo method.
References [4-7,9] also used the perturbation idea to
reduce the CSI feedback of distributed antennas systems
in a similar fashion. In [4-7], feedback-assisted distributed beamforming with phase perturbation in wireless
sensor networks was considered: each transmitter
adjusted its phase randomly at each iteration and the
receiver broadcasted one bit of feedback per iteration
indicating whether its net SNR was better or worse than
before. If it was better, all transmitters kept their latest
phase perturbations; otherwise they all undid the phase
perturbation. [9] introduced the perturbation idea into
relay networks with half-duplex amplify-and-forward
relays.
The perturbation vector used to perturb the precoding
vector or phase can be stochastic (random selected)
[4-7,11-13], deterministic (predefined in the perturbation
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vector set) [9,14], and hybrid [15]. Perturbation based on
a deterministic perturbation vector set can avoid extensive signaling and feedback overhead [9].
This article proposes a vector perturbation-based
adaptive distributed precoding (ADP) scheme for downlink CoMP joint processing which serves the user by
one serving BS and several coordinated BSs. The proposed ADP can achieve better system performance than
MBSFN and it will reduce the feedback overhead compared with WLP.
The precoding vector for the serving BS is given as follows. Both the user and the serving BS have knowledge of
the precoding vector set (called precoding codebook in
CoMP systems). The user feeds the PMI back to the serving BS according to the local CSI from the serving BS to
the user.
The precoding vector for each coordinated BS is given
as follows. Both the user and the coordinated BSs have
knowledge of the perturbation vector set and the adjustment factor set. It should be noted that the perturbation
vector set is deterministic and in each frame the perturbation vector is picked up in a cyclic fashion [9] with a predefined order known to the users and to the BSs. In each
frame, the user calculates the received SNR according to
the perturbation vector used in this frame and the precoding vector used in the pre-frame, and an adjustment factor
of each coordinated BS is selected as the optimal adjustment factor if it can give the maximum received SNR of
this user. Then the user only feeds back the index of the
adjustment factor to each coordinated BS, which needs
fewer feedback bits than PMI feedback. After receiving the
adjustment factor index feedback, each coordinated BS
updates the precoding vector using adjustment factor and
the perturbation vector via adaptive gradient iteration
method.
Contributions of this article are: (1) The ADP gives the
optimal precoding vector of the serving BS and uses gradient adaption for coordinated BSs precoding; the precoding vectors of the coordinated BSs are also in phase
synchronization with the serving BS. So ADP can be seen
as a tradeoff between optimal precoding feedback from
WLP and gradient adaption iteration. (2) The ADP uses
the deterministic perturbation vector sets and lets both
the BSs and the user have this knowledge, so the user can
make the decision without any additional pilot. (3) More
than one adjustment factor is used in the ADP to adjust
the perturbation vector, which gives a better approximation to the optimal precoding as the channel state varies.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model and Section III is the
principle of the ADP. The design of the ADP scheme is
given in Section IV. Section V discusses the simulation
results and conclusions are provided in Section VI.
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II. System model of CoMP joint processing
A multi-cell orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
access (OFDMA) cellular system is considered and CoMP
is used to improve the system performance. Figure 1 illustrates the downlink joint processing transmission of BS
cooperation. The users in each cell are divided into cellcentral users and cell-edge users according to the large
scale channel fading. The cell-edge users are defined as
CoMP users that are served by the joint processing transmission. The proportional scheduling algorithm is used
for multiple CoMP users. Assuming that the number of
cooperation BSs transmitting to one CoMP user is K, the
BS covering this user is the serving BS of this user, and the
other K - 1 BSs are the coordinated BSs of this user.
Single layer transmission is used in the CoMP, so we
only focus on the spatial diversity gain here to increase
the cell-edge user throughput. The CoMP user has the
CSI of all the BSs and the BSs do not have such information. The number of transmission antennas on each
BS is M, and the number of user receiving antennas is
N. H k Î C N×M denotes the downlink channel matrix
from the kth BS to the CoMP user. The downlink signal
is x, and the precoding vector of the kth BS is tk = [tk1,
tk2, ..., tkM]T with a power constraint ║tk║ = 1.
The received signal of the user is
y=

K


Hk tk x + n,
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III. The principle of ADP
A. Optimal distributed precoding of CoMP

In (2), let Hktk = Akgk; Ak = diag(akl, ..., akN), which is
an N-dimensional diagonal matrix, denoting the amplitude-frequency characteristic of Hktk; and the phase-frequency characteristic of Hktk is gk = [ejjkl ... ejjkN]T. So
(2) can be rewritten as
ρco



A1 g + · · · + AK g 2
1
K
=
.
σ2

(3)

With the power constraint of each BS, if gl = ··· = gk,
maximization of rco will be achieved. Set the phase vector of the serving BS g1 to be the basic phase vector, the
k th coordinated BS adjusts its phase vector g k to be
equal to the gl, i.e., let gk = gl, which equals maximizing
║Algl + Akgk║2, so maximizing rco is replaced by maximizing the SNR of the kth coordinated BS and the serving BS rk, expressed as
ρk =

H1 t1 + Hk tk 2
,
σ2

k = 2, . . . , K.

(4)

Each coordinated BS gets the optimal distributed precoding vector tk according to (4). As a result, maximization (2) can be achieved, so this is an optimal
distributed precoding method.

(1)
B. Adaptive gradient iteration

k=1

in which n, is a zero-mean complex additive white
Gaussian noise vector with variance s2. Hltl is the channel matrix of the serving BS multiplied by its precoding
vector and Hktk(k ≠ 1) is the channel matrix of kth coordinated BS multiplying its precoding vector.
The received SNR of the CoMP user is
2
 K
 1

H1 t1 + · · · + HK tK 2


(2)
ρco = 
H k tk  2 =
.
 σ

σ2
k=1

From (4) it can be seen that, in order to maximize rk,
the precoding vector tk of the kth coordinated BS should
satisfy the following function,

max H1 t1 + Hk tk 2 , k = 2, . . . , K
tk

s.t. |tk |2 = 1

.

(5)

Set Jk = ║Hltl + Hktk║2 = (Hltl + Hktk)H (Hltl + Hktk).
The first-order optimal condition of maximization (4) is
the gradient of Jk in terms of tk is zero. The gradient of
Jk
in
terms
of
tk
is
calculated
as
 H

H
∇ (Jk ) = 2 Hk H1 t1 + Hk Hk tk .
The perturbation vector of the kth coordinated BS is
defined as w k and the adjustment factor is b, so the
positive direction and negative direction adjusting of the
precoding vector is
tke = tk + βwk
.
tko = tk − βwk

(6)

The received signal power difference between the
positive direction and negative direction adjustment is
Figure 1 Two BS cooperation with joint processing.

q = H1 t1 + Hk tke 2 − H1 t1 + Hk tko 2 .

(7)
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Taking (6) into (7), we have
q = H1 t1 + Hk (tk + βwk ) − H1 t1 + Hk (tk − βwk )


H
H H
H H
H H
= 2β wH
k Hk H1 T1 + wk Hk Hk Tk + T1 H1 Hk wk + Tk Hk Hk wk .
 H

= β wk ∇ (Jk ) + ∇(Jk )H wk
2

2

(8)

It can be see from (8) that q is proportional to ∇(Jk).
The received signal power of the adjusted precoding
vector from (6) is always on the gradient curve of Jk, so
any gradient iteration based on (6) can maximize (5).

IV. The design of ADP
Definition: the adjustment factor b i , i = 1, ..., L is
selected from the adjustment factor set B = {b1, b2, ...,
bL}; the perturbation vector of the kth (k ≠ 1) coordinated BS in the nth transmission frame is wnk, which is
selected from the perturbation vector set w = {w1, w2,
..., wF}.
The proposed ADP scheme is based on the assumption that both the BSs and the users have knowledge of
the precoding codebook, the adjustment factor set and
the perturbation vector set. Both the user and all the
coordinated BSs use the perturbation vector in the same
predefined order in each frame.
Based on the optimal distributed precoding and the
gradient iteration of the perturbation vector, the idea of
ADP is that in each downlink transmission frame, the
user selects and feeds the best PMI to the serving BS
according to the channel state H1, and the user selects
and feeds the best adjustment factor bi to the kth coordinated BS. The kth coordinated BS will calculate the precoding tnk according to the bi, wnk and tkn−1, that is
tn−1 + βi wnk
 , (k = 1) .
tnk =  kn−1
t
+ βi wnk 
k

(9)
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and the received SNR rk according to (4). The user will
choose the adjustment factor bi which can achieve the
optimal tnk to maximize rk. The selected adjustment factor b i will be fed back to the kth coordinated BS with
⌈log2 L⌉ bits.
Step 3: after receiving the adjustment factor index
feedback, each coordinated BS updates the precoding
vector tnk based on the precoding vector tkn−1 used in the
previous frame according to (9), which is a function of
the adjustment factor bi and the perturbation vector wnk.
Step 4: the serving BS and the coordinated BSs transmit the data to the user jointly.
This scheme is given in Figure 2.
The perturbation vector set used in this article is generated based on the Lloyd algorithm [16]. This is an offline method and the perturbation vector set is
predefined, so it does not increase the complexity of the
system. It should point that the perturbation vector set
used in the proposed ADP scheme can also be designed
by other methods. The precoding codebook also can be
used as the perturbation vector set, which will reduce
the memory space both in the BS and in the user.
B. Design of the adjustment factor set

The adjustment factor is very important for such a vector perturbation based adaptive distributed precoding
scheme. The selected adjustment factor for the coordinated BSs should generate a better adaptive precoding
vector to approximate the optimal precoding vector
obtained from the local channel state. If the value of bi
is large, the change from the precoding vector tnk to tkn−1
may be very large which will cause an over-adjustment
problem. Otherwise, the change may be too small to follow the channel state variation. This section gives the

A. Procedure of the ADP scheme

The initial precoding vector of each BS is given by PMI
feedback, but after the first frame, only the precoding
vector of the serving BS is given by PMI feedback, and
the coordinated BS only needs the adjustment factor
index feedback. The procedure of the ADP scheme is
given as follows:
Step 1: in the nth frame, the user selects a best precoding vector for the serving BS from the precoding codebook to maximize the serving BS SNR r1 = ║H1t1║2/s2.
If the size of the codebook is 2C, the selected PMI information can be fed back to the serving BS with C bits.
Step 2: in the nth frame, for the kth(k ≠ 1) coordinated
BS, the user picks a perturbation vector wnk from the
perturbation vector set. Then this wnk is weighted by different adjustment factor bi in the adjustment factor set.
The user will calculate the precoding tnk according to (9)

t 2n 1 , E i w n

s tn
1

t n2
H2

H1

y

H 1 H2

t 1n
Ei
Figure 2 The ADP scheme for k = 2.

s
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method for designing the adjustment factor set, which is
obtained from offline statistics by Monte Carlo.
Many initial adjustment factors are used in the Monte
Carlo simulation, and the adjustment factors that have
been used frequently are picked out to form the adjustment factor set. The optimal value of b is tracked by
simulation without considering the feedback overhead.
The set of b is from 0 to 4 with step 0.2, i.e., B = [0:
0.2: 4]. In each transmission frame, the adjustment factors of the coordinated BSs are selected from this set as
the optimal value of b. The statistics of the optimal
value of b are given in Figure 3.
The horizontal axis is the value of b, and the vertical
axis represents the proportion of that value of b being
selected. It should be pointed out that the proportion at
b = 4 also contains those values of b > 4 that have been
selected. The statistics results show that, when b > 1,
the proportion of the b being selected is very low and
becomes a steady state, especially when b > 2; while,
when b < 1, the proportion of the b being selected is
very high. Based on the results, two values of b will be
picked to present the statistical average values, one is
selected from b < 1 and another one is selected from
b > 1.
The statistical average value of b is
β̂ =

N


βi pi ,

(10)

i=1

in which N is the number of bi used in the statistics,
and p i is the proportion of the b i to be selected. The
two statistical average values of b are obtained from 0
<b < 1 and 1 <b < 4 respectively: β̂1 = 0.2 and β̂2 = 2.
Since the adjusting of the perturbation vector has both a
positive direction and negative direction, the adjustment
factor set is defined as B = {-2,-0.2,0.2,2} finally.
The simulation results of the effect of the adjustment
factor set given in Section V also provide the verification
of the design of the adjustment factor set.

C. Analysis on channel delay

In each frame, the channel state is obtained by channel
measure and estimated. However, in practical systems,
the feedback delay means that the channel state information used for transmission cannot match the real channel
state, which leads to poorer system performance. If the
precoding vector and the adjustment factor can be
selected based on a predicted channel state information
feedback, the performance loss can be compensated. In
the following analysis, the adjustment factor design based
on channel state prediction is considered.
The channel state prediction can be achieved based on
the temporal correlation of the distributed MIMO channel. Considering the system has a feedback delay Tc, and
the channel response at t1 is Ht1, the channel response at
t1 + TC is Ht1 +TC. The method for adjustment factor is as
follows.
The channel response of each antenna is


h ∼ CN 0, σh2 independent and identically distributed
zero-mean Gaussian distribution, which is a Rayleigh
channel with a maximum Doppler shift f d . We have

 H 
E Ht1 +Tc Ht1
= ρσh2 IM and r = JO(2πfdTc) is the correlation factor. So the statistically estimated value of
Ht1 +TC based on the measured value of Ht1 is
E Ht1 +Tc |Ht1 = ρHtk1. Taking Ht1 +TC and (9) into (2) will
give an adjustment factor to maximize (2).
For the Rice MIMO channel, the channel matrix is
H=

K
HLOS +
1+K

HRay = Hw Rt ,

0.2

Proportion (%)

E

0



K
HLOS = μ
1+K

 H  t
 
H 1 − E Ht1
=
Ht1 − E Ht1

From (12) and (13), we have

 H  Rt1 ,t1 +Tc
=
E Ht1 +TC Ht1
+ μH μ
1+K

0.05

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

The value of ȕ

Figure 3 Optimal value of b statistics.

(11)

(12)

in which, H w is the decorrelating channel matrix,

Rt = E HH
w Hw . So the mean and correlation matrix of
the Rice channel matrix can be expressed as
E {H} =

0.1

1
HRay ,
1+K

in which, K is the rice factor, HLOS and HRay are the
line of sight component and the Rayleigh fading component of the channel matrix H, respectively. HRay is the
Rayleigh distribution and presented by Kronecker as

0.25

0.15
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(13)
1
Rt ,t (14)
1+K 1 1

(15)

Using the same method as for the Rayleigh channel,
an adjustment factor can be obtained to maximize (2)
when the statistic estimated value of mean and
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correlation matrix of the Rice channel matrix are known
by the receiver side in the BS.

V. Simulation results
The downlink FDD CoMP system is considered for
simulation. In FDD systems, the system control information will be fed back with the uplink control channel,
which will not affect the downlink throughput but will
reduce the uplink net throughput if the control information overhead is large. In the simulation, the downlink
throughput and the feedback overhead of the proposed
ADP scheme are given and compared with that of
MBSFN and WLP. The number of cooperation cells is
two. CoMP users are those at the edge of the cell [17].
The simulation parameters are given in Table 1.
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Table 2 Simulation results on different adjustment sets
(TWO ELEMENTS)
Adjustment set

Total throughput (Mb/s)

[-0.1, 0.1]

2.8605

[-0.6, 0.6]

3.1007

[-0.7, 0.7]

3.0725

If there are four elements in the set, two statistical average values of b are obtained by (10), β̂1 ≈ 0.27 when 0 <b
< 1 and β̂2 ≈ 2.19 when 1 <b < 4. The following five sets
are compared by simulation, as shown in Table 3.
From the simulation results in Tables 2 and 3, it can
be seen that, the adjustment factor set [-2, -0.2, 0.2, 2]
will achieve the largest total throughput of CoMP users
among all the sets.

A. Simulation on adjustment factor

In Section IV, the adjustment factor set design is given,
and the set is defined as B = {-2,-0.2,0.2,2}; here, we will
give the simulation results of the system total throughput with different adjustment factor sets.
The system total throughput is defined as the sum
average throughput of all the users in each cell, and the
average throughput of each user is the ratio of the total
transmission bits and transmission times, the unit is b/s.
If there are two elements in the set, one statistical
value is given in the positive direction of b. According
to (10), β̂ ≈ 0.67. The following three sets are compared
by simulation, as shown in the Table 2.

Table 1 CoMP system simulation parameters
Item

value

Cell number

19

Cooperation cell number

2

User number in each cell

30

Carrier/system bandwidth

2 GHz/10 MHz

Subcarrier number

600

Resource

48

Resource reserved for CoMP

12
6-ray GSM Typical Urban

User speed

3 km/h

Receiving antennas at user

2
2

Transmission layer

1

Adjustment factor set

[-2, -0.2, 0.2, 2]

Precoding codebook [18]
Perturbation vector set

In this section, the system performance is given under
the assumption that the system control information
(PMI and adjustment factor) can be fed back from the
user to the BSs without delay. Table 4 shows the comparison of the total throughput of CoMP users. Figure 4
is the comparison of cumulative distribution function
(CDF) curve of the average throughput of CoMP users.
From the simulation results, it can be seen that (i) the
WLP and the ADP offer a significant improvement in
system performance over MBSFN, and (ii) the WLP and
the ADP have nearly the same system performance. The
user throughput of ADP is the largest, 20% more than
that of MBSFN, and 2% more than that of WLP.
With MBSFN, all the BSs send the data with the same
precoding vectors without considering the channel state
of different BSs, and the user cannot receive the data
with coherent combination. ADP and WLP give the precoding vectors considering the local channel state of different BSs and maximize the received SNR, and the user
can receive the data with coherent combination.
C. Simulation with feedback delay

Channel model [18]

Transmission antennas at BS

B. Simulation without feedback delay

In this section, the feedback delay with 3 transmission
time intervals (TTI) is considered, i.e., the system control information feedback has 3 frames delay with the
current channel state. Table 5 is the comparison of the
Table 3 Simulation results on different adjustment sets
(FOUR ELEMENTS)
Adjustment factor set

Total throughput (Mb/s)

[0.7071, 0.7071] , [0.7071, -0.7071]
[0.7071, 0.7071j]T, [0.7071, -0.7071j]T

[-2, -0.1, 0.1, 2]

3.1665

[-2, -0.2, 0.2, 2]

3.2038

[-0.4575+0.1523j, -0.2208-0.2132j,
-0.9519-0.0905j, -0.8973+0.0509j,
0.6140-0.6249j, 0.5435-0.7813j,
-0.0398-0.2900j, 0.4324-0.0734j]

[-2, -0.3, 0.3, 2]

3.1603

[-2.1, -0.2, 0.2, 2.1]

3.1972

[-2.2, -0.2, 0.2, 2.2]

3.1971

T

T
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Table 4 Total throughput of CoMP users comparison
Total throughput (Mb/s)

Improvement over MBSFN

MBSFN

2.7326

0

WLP

3.2293

18.17%

ADP

3.2895

20.38%

total throughput of CoMP users with 3 TTI feedback
delay. Figure 5 shows the CDF curve of the CoMP user
average throughput with 3 TTI feedback delay. As
shown in Table 5 and Figure 5, the simulation results
with feedback delay show that the WLP and the ADP
achieve same performance, and both have better user
throughput than MBSFN, which gives a similar conclusion to the simulation results without feedback delay.
Comparing Table 4 with Table 5, the simulation
results show that, with a 3-TTI feedback delay, MBSFN,
WLP, and ADP all will have throughput loss compared
with the results without feedback delay. Furthermore, it
can be seen that the feedback delay has more effect on
ADP than WLP.
D. Simulation with channel prediction

The simulation results of the ADP with channel prediction are given in Table 6. Compared with MBSFN without channel prediction, the ADP with channel
prediction can improve 18.27% of the total throughput
of the CoMP users.
The total throughput of ADP without channel delay is
3.2895 Mb/s (shown in Table 4), and that of ADP with
channel delay is 3.1927 Mb/s (shown in Table 5), so
there is 3% performance loss by channel feedback delay.
If the channel prediction scheme is used in ADP, the
total throughput is 3.226 Mb/s, so the performance loss
is 2%. The simulation results prove that the performance loss can be reduced by channel prediction.
E. Analysis on feedback overhead

In the downlink CoMP with K BSs cooperation, one BS is
the serving BS, and the other K - 1 BSs are coordinated
Empirical CDF

Probability of achieved throughput of each user

1
MBSFN
WLP
ADP

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

MBSFN delay
WLP delay
ADP delay

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

1

2

3
Throughput (b/s)

4

5

6
5

x 10

Figure 5 Throughput CDF curve comparison with 3 TTI delay.

BSs. The precoding vectors are quantized with C bits, so
the PMI feedback is C bits. The adjustment factor set has
four elements, so the ADP will use 2 bits to feed back the
adjustment factor index. Table 7 is the feedback overhead
of ADP compared with that of WLP and MBSFN.
The number of feedback bits of WLP and ADP is linear with K, and that of MBSFN is independent of K.
however, the feedback overhead of ADP will be less
than that of WLP when C > 1. In the simulation, k = 2,
and C = 2, ADP reduces by 20% the number of feedback
bits compared with WLP; if k = 3, and C = 4, ADP
reduces by 43% compared with WLP.

VI. Conclusions
This article proposed an adaptive distributed precoding
scheme for downlink CoMP systems with limited feedback. The proposed scheme takes advantage of the
space-time characteristics of the distributed MIMO
channel of the CoMP systems. The serving BS can get
the optimal precoding vector via PMI feedback. Each
coordinated BS adjusts the precoding vector based on
the precoding vector used in the previous frame and the
adjustment factor fed back by the user. The feedback
overhead is reduced, since the user does not need to
feed back the PMI for coordinated BSs. However, the
precoding vector used in each BS still can be adjusted
according to the local channel state, which can maximize the received SNR of user and coherent combination receiving can be used. The simulation results verify
that the ADP can achieve better performance than
Table 5 Total throughput of CoMP users comparison with
3 TTI delay

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Empirical CDF
1
Probability of achieved throughput of each user

Scheme

0

1

2

3
Throughput (b/s)

4

Figure 4 Throughput CDF curve comparison.

5

6
5

x 10

Scheme

Throughput (Mb/s)

Improvement over MBSFN

MBSFN

2.7277

0

WLP

3.2130

17.79%

ADP

3.1927

17.05%
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Table 6 Total throughput of CoMP users comparison with channel prediction
Scheme

Total throughput (Mb/s)

Improvement over MBSFN W/O prediction

MBSFN W/O prediction

2.7277

0

WLP W/O prediction

3.2130

17.79%

WLP with prediction

3.2293

18.39%

ADP W/O prediction

3.1927

17.05%

ADP with prediction

3.2260

18.27%

Table 7 Feedback overhead comparison
Scheme

Feedback information

Feedback bits

MBSFN

One PMI for K BSs

C

WLP

One PMI for each BSs
One phase facor for coordinated BSs

C + (C + 1) × (K - 1)

ADP

One PMI for serving BSs
One adjustment factor for coordinated BSs

C + 2 × (K - 1)

MBSFN, and reduce the feedback overhead compared
with WLP. So the proposed scheme achieves a good tradeoff between system performance and system feedback
overhead. The performance of the all the schemes is
degenerated if it has feedback delay, however, the performance loss can be compensated by the channel state
prediction. It should be noted that the proposed ADP
scheme makes the user equipment compute the optimal
adjustment factor for coordinated BSs, which add some
computational complexity for the user equipment.
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